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We consider a generalisation of thermodynamics that deals with multiple conserved quantities
at the level of individual quantum systems. Each conserved quantity, which, importantly, need
not commute with the rest, can be extracted and stored in its own battery. Unlike in standard
thermodynamics, where the second law places a constraint on how much of the conserved quantity
(energy) that can be extracted, here, on the contrary, there is no limit on how much of any individual
conserved quantity that can be extracted. However, other conserved quantities must be supplied,
and the second law constrains the combination of extractable quantities and the trade-offs between
them which are allowed. We present explicit protocols which allow us to perform arbitrarily good
trade-offs and extract arbitrarily good combinations of conserved quantities from individual quantum
systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermodynamics is one of the most successful theories
of nature that we have. Since its inception almost 200
years ago it has survived the transition from classical
mechanics to relativistic and quantum mechanics with
its conceptual basis unchanged. The realm of thermody-
namics has also been considerably extended, with recent
years witnessing the extension of thermodynamics from
dealing with macroscopic systems to individual quantum
systems and black holes. From its earliest days, thermo-
dynamics was also generalised to deal not only with en-
ergy, but various conserved quantities, introducing grand
canonical ensembles, chemical potentials, etc. Again, its
conceptual basis remained unchanged.
Here we present a generalised version of thermodynam-
ics which deals with individual quantum systems and
multiple – commuting or non-commuting – conserved
quantities. What we will show, is that unlike standard
thermodynamics, where the second law constrains how
much of the conserved quantity (energy) can be extracted
from a non-equilibrium system, in the form of work, here
there is no constraint on the amount of a single conserved
quantity that can be extracted. In fact we can extract
as much of any individual conserved quantity as we like,
if we supply an appropriate amount of other conserved
quantities. What the second law constrains is the com-
bination of conserved quantities that can be extracted
– that is, the second law is seen to limit the trade-off
of extractable quantities, which for the standard case of
a single conserved quantity reduces to constraining how
much can be extracted. At the same time, this gener-
alised version of thermodynamics suggests that it may
be worthwhile revisiting the basic concepts of the sub-
ject. Indeed, to understand the above phenomena we
present an alternative viewpoint, which reinterprets some
of the standard thermodynamics quantities, and is per-
haps more natural and compelling.
There are many precursors to the results presented
here. The idea of the grand canonical ensemble, where
not only energy, but also the number of particles, is a
conserved quantity, goes all the way back to Gibbs [1]. A
milestone was the work in 1957 of Jaynes [2, 3], who, com-
ing from a Bayesian perspective, suggested the general-
isation of thermodynamics to arbitrary conserved quan-
tities through the principle of maximum entropy. The
idea of the ‘generalised Gibbs ensemble’ is by now com-
monly used in quantum statistical mechanics, see e.g.
[4–7]. More recently, [8, 9] considered Landauer erasure
given access to a ‘angular momentum bath’ instead of
a thermal bath, and demonstrated that information can
be erased without an energy cost, provided the analogous
cost is paid in angular momentum.
Very recently, there has been much renewed interest
in the foundations of thermodynamics coming from the
field of quantum information. On the one hand, the so
called ‘single shot information theory’, which was devel-
oped initially to study finite size effects in quantum cryp-
tography, has proven useful for studying finite size effects
and fluctuations in quantum thermodynamics, which has
lead to the development of ‘single shot quantum thermo-
dynamics’ [10–16]. On the other hand, inspired by so
called ‘resource theories’ which have proved to be very
powerful for studying quantum information tasks, such
as the theory of entanglement [17], purity [18] or asym-
metry [19], the ‘resource theory of quantum thermody-
namics’ [20] was developed which, in combination with
single shot framework, has generated a lot of interest and
already shown itself to be a fruitful approach to quan-
tum thermodynamics [21–35] Our work proceeds along
the lines of single-shot thermodynamics and resource the-
ories, where a number of initial results concerning the
thermodynamics of multiple conserved quantities were
presented in [36, 37].
The paper is organised as follows: We first summarise
the main results in Sec. II. We then review the notion of a
generalised thermal state and introduce the free entropy
in Sec. III, and follow on by discussing the conceptual as-
pects of this work in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we introduce more
formally the framework. In Sec. VI we state and prove
the second law. Then in Sec. VII and VIII we consider
the case of commuting, and non-commuting observables
respectively. Finally in Sec. IX we conclude.
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2II. MAIN RESULTS
Here we consider the standard general framework of
thermodynamics, that consists of a thermal bath, an ex-
ternal system out of equilibrium with respect to the bath,
and a number of batteries, in which we will store vari-
ous conserved quantities, which are extracted from the
system and bath. In our case, following Jaynes [2, 3],
we take the ‘thermal bath’ to be simply a collection of
particles, each described by a generalised thermal state
τ = e−(β1A1+...+βkAk)/Z (1)
where Ai are various conserved quantities, βi are the as-
sociated inverse temperatures, and Z is the generalised
partition function. Two things are important to note:
First, the quantities Ai may or may not commute, and
even when they commute they may or may not be func-
tionally dependent on one another. Second, and most
importantly, energy need not be one of the conserved
quantities or indeed play any role. Since energy is the
generator of time evolution, such a thermal bath may
not arise naturally by thermal equilibration, but have to
be created externally (for example if the Hamiltonian is
zero, then no evolution occurs). Yet as we will see, the
thermodynamic flavour of the theory remains.
The batteries are systems that can each store one of
the conserved quantities Ai. In our paper we will consider
the batteries either explicitly or implicitly, as explained
later. The system can be an individual quantum parti-
cle. Finally, the actions that we allow to be performed
must conserve either exactly or on average each of the
quantities Ai, which is the content of the first law.
A central result of standard thermodynamics – the
content of the second law – is that if we have access
only to a single thermal bath, it is impossible to extract
energy, in the ordered form of work, out of it, that is
W := ∆Ebatt ≤ 0, where ∆Ebatt is the change in the av-
erage energy of the battery. We show that, in our case,
there is no limit on how much of any single conserved
quantity Ai can be extracted, even though we have ac-
cess only to a single generalised bath. More precisely,
there is no limit on WAi := ∆A
batt
i . There is however a
global limit.
In particular, to each conserved quantity we can asso-
ciate an entropic quantity βiAi (the entropic nature of
this quantity will be explained later). We will show that
these quantities can be almost perfectly interconverted
for one another inside the bath. As a result, due to the
first law (conservation of Ai between bath and battery)
the only constraint on the WAi given just a thermal bath
is that ∑
i
βiWAi ≤ 0. (2)
In standard thermodynamics the second law also says
that if we have access to a system out of equilibrium
with respect to the bath, then we can extract work, but
we are limited by the change in free energy of the system,
W ≤ −∆F s. In our case, we define an entropic quantity,
the free entropy of the system relative to the generalised
bath, F˜ s,
F˜s :=
∑
i
βi〈Asi〉 − Ss (3)
and show that ∑
i
βiWAi ≤ −∆F˜s. (4)
We will show, with a minimal number of assumptions,
that we can implement any trade-offs between conserved
quantities satisfying Eq. (2) using the bath, and ex-
tract any combination of WAi satisfying Eq. (4) from
a system, up to an arbitrarily small deficit due to the
finite nature of the protocols. In particular, if all the
conserved quantities commute we will give explicit pro-
tocols that works for both implicit or explicit batteries,
assuming exact conservation of the Ai. For more gen-
eral non-commuting quantities, we will obtain the same
results for implicit batteries, or explicit batteries with
average conservation, but leave open the question of how
to deal with strict conservation of non-commuting quan-
tities when considering explicit battery systems.
III. THE GENERALISED THERMAL STATE
In this section, we consider in more detail the gener-
alised thermal state given in Eq. (1) [2, 3].
We begin by recalling that there are two ways to define
the thermal state – by maximizing the von Neumann
entropy given appropriate constraints, or by minimising
the free energy. We start with the former. Consider a
system in state σ with HamiltonianH and average energy
〈H〉 := tr[Hσ] = E. There are many states σ that have
this particular average energy; the thermal state is the
state which maximizes the entropy S(σ) = −tr(σ lnσ),
subject to the average energy constraint. Solving the
maximization problem we get τ(β) = 1Z e
−β(E)H where
Z is the partition function and the inverse temperature
β is implicitly determined by the average E.
In our framework we need the generalisation of this
idea to the case of multiple conserved quantities. In par-
ticular, we consider k quantities Ai , i ∈ {1, · · · , k} and
place no restrictions on the relations between them: they
may or may not commute; when they commute they
may or may not be functionally dependent on one an-
other1. The generalised thermal state τ(β1, . . . , βk) is
1 An example of two commuting and functionally dependent quan-
tities are the Hamiltonian H and angular momentum L, where
H = L2/2I. In this case the average of one does not uniquely
determine the average of the other, however the range of admis-
sible values is constrained, i.e. such that |〈L〉| ≤ √2I〈H〉. An
example of two non-commuting conserved quantities is Lx and
Ly .
3then the state which maximises the entropy S subject
to the constraint that the conserved quantities Ai have
average value 〈Ai〉 = Ai. It is found to be
Definition 1 Generalised thermal state
τ(β1, . . . , βk) =
e−
∑
i βiAi
Z . (5)
where, βi is the inverse temperature conjugate to Ai, and
the generalised partition function is Z = tr(e−
∑
i βiAi).
Note that in general, each βi is a function of all of the
averages Ai. In the case that the Ai commute, the proof
is a simple generalisation of the standard proof. For non-
commuting observables, the proof is more involved [38].
The second way to define the thermal state (when only
energy is conserved) is to fix the inverse temperature β =
1
T and ask for the density matrix that minimises the free
energy F (ρ) = 〈H〉 − TS(ρ). The state which solves this
optimisation has exactly the Gibbs form τ(β) = e−βH/Z.
Since β is given, the average energy is now implicitly
defined, in contrast to the case above, where the average
energy was given and the inverse temperature derived.
The idea is to do the same in the case of multiple
conserved quantities, and recover the generalised ther-
mal state via a generalised free energy. However, in
the standard definition of free energy the temperature is
the constant multiplying the entropy, but since we have
no notion of multiple entropies, we are not afforded a
way of coupling all the inverse temperatures. This is
easily overcome if instead of the free energy, we define
F˜ (ρ) = β〈H〉 − S(ρ), and it is trivial to generalise this
quantity to the case of multiple conserved observables.
Definition 2 Free Entropy
The free entropy of a system ρ is
F˜ (ρ) =
∑
i
βi〈Ai〉 − S(ρ), (6)
The free entropy is always defined w.r.t. a set of inverse
temperatures βi. The generalised thermal state is then
the state that minimises F˜ with fixed βi. For a complete
proof of this fact, see the appendix.
IV. CONCEPTUAL VIEWPOINT
As noted in the introduction, the effects presented in
this paper suggest it may be worthwhile to revisit the
basic concepts of thermodynamics. A key aspect of this
is the conceptual shift from the free energy to the free
entropy.
First, we would like to emphasise that the change from
the usual free energy to the free entropy is not a sim-
ple mathematical manipulation, but marks a fundamen-
tal conceptual difference. Indeed, in the standard ap-
proach to considering multiple conserved quantities, such
as when considering the grand canonical ensemble, one
introduces the chemical potential µ such that the free
energy becomes
F (ρ) = 〈H〉+ µ〈N〉 − TS(ρ) (7)
where N is the particle number operator. In this way,
energy is singled out as the privileged quantity, with the
chemical potential acting as the ‘exchange rate’ between
particle number and energy (and in the same way tem-
perature acts as the exchange rate between entropy and
energy). We argue that there is no reason to single out
the energy, or any other quantity for that matter. In
fact, it is possible to conceive of situations in which ev-
erything is degenerate in energy, and thus where energy
plays absolutely no role. We are thus lead to introduce
the free entropy, which naturally and uniquely treats all
quantities on an equal footing.
A second argument for considering free entropy over
the free energy is that the latter might give one incorrect
intuition. Indeed, in the standard treatment, the free en-
ergy puts bounds on how much of the conserved quantity
(energy) can be extracted, and one may be tempted to
think that even when we have multiple conserved quanti-
ties thermodynamics is about the bounds which constrain
the extraction of individual quantities. However, as we
will show, this is not the case, and there are no such
bounds. The only limitation is on the trade-off between
the conserved quantities, and this is precisely governed
by the free entropy. It is only in the standard case of a
single conserved quantity that one can choose to consider
the free energy, or the free entropy, with both constrain-
ing the amount of work that can be extracted.
We also note that the thermal state is the state which
minimises the free energy only when the temperature is
positive; if the temperature is negative the thermal state
(at negative temperature) is instead the state which max-
imises the free energy. On the other hand, for all tem-
peratures (positive or negative), the thermal state always
minimises the free entropy.
Finally, we note that F˜ (ρs) − F˜ (τs) is equal to the
relative entropy between ρs and τs, which highlights the
entropic nature of F˜ .
Following on from the introduction of the free entropy,
one can go a step further. Since the quantities βi〈Ai〉
all appear alongside the entropy in the definition of the
free entropy, it suggests that they may be thought of
as entropic quantities. Note that this is true even in
the standard case, where energy is the only conserved
quantity; there we may think of β〈H〉 as an entropic
quantity.
Importantly, the sum of these entropic quantities of
the batteries is the object onto which the second law of
thermodynamics applies. It says that the increase in this
sum is constrained by the decrease in the free entropy of
the system relative to the bath (4).
4V. THE SETUP
The setup is similar in spirit to that of previous works
[24, 39]. We consider the interaction of generalised ther-
mal baths with quantum systems and batteries. There
are a number of conserved quantities, A1 to Ak, which
may or may not commute or functionally depend on each
other. The generalised thermal bath consists of an (un-
bounded) collection of systems, each of which is in a
generalised thermal state as defined by Eq. (5). Any
given protocol will involve only a finite set of systems
in the bath, whose combined thermal state can be writ-
ten as τb(β1, . . . , βk). We also want to consider an ad-
ditional quantum system ρs that is both initially un-
correlated from and out of equilibrium with respect to
the generalised bath, i.e. ρsb = ρs ⊗ τb(β1, . . . , βk) and
ρs 6= τs(β1, . . . , βk). The main question we ask is how
much of each of the conserved quantities can be ex-
tracted from the system (in conjunction with the bath,
and stored in an associated battery).
In the interest of being clear, we proceed by concen-
trating on a scenario with only two conserved quantities,
A and B, since this already captures the majority of the
physics contained in the general case of k conserved quan-
tities.
In order to talk about the extraction of the conserved
quantities there are two ways in which one can proceed:
by either including battery systems implicitly, or explic-
itly, in the formalism. In the former case, one allows the
global amount of each quantity stored in the system and
bath to change, and define the changes as the amount
of ‘A-type work’ and ‘B-type work’ that have been ex-
tracted from (or done on) the global system. The idea is
that due to global conservation laws, when the Ai of the
system and bath changes, this change is compensated by
a corresponding change to the external environment (the
implicit battery).
In the latter case, one introduces explicit battery sys-
tems which by definition only accept a single type of work
(i.e. an A-type battery, and a B-type battery). Here, by
definition the amount of A stored in the A-type battery
is the A-type work, and similarly for B. We enforce that
the global amount of A and B stored in the system, bath
and battery is constant, either strictly (the entire distri-
bution is conserved) or on average.
In the main text we consider the case of implicit batter-
ies. We do this since dealing with implicit batteries sim-
plifies the considerations and allows us to focus on what
is arguably the most important part of the protocols,
namely the interaction between system and bath. Obvi-
ously it is preferable to have the full protocol including
batteries explicitly. In doing so there are many subtleties,
which also arise in the case of standard thermodynamics.
In particular we need to impose ‘no cheating’ conditions
that make sure that we do not make illegitimate use of
batteries as sources of free entropy [24, 39, 40]. The dan-
ger stems from the fact that the batteries are systems out
of equilibrium with respect to the bath. In the appendix
Commuting Non-commuting
Implicit
batteries
2nd law X X
protocol X X
Explicit batteries
(strict cons.)
2nd law X X
protocol X ?
Explicit batteries
(ave. cons.)
2nd law X X
protocol X X*
TABLE I. Summary of the results contained in the paper.
The second law (9) holds in all instances. * designates that
the result holds only for explicit batteries with continuous
spectra.
we show how to include explicit batteries for a number
of cases, as specified in Table I.
More concretely, when considering implicit battery sys-
tems the class of allowed transformations consists of all
global unitary transformations U on the system and
bath. After such a transformation the global state is
ρ′sb = U(ρs⊗τb(βA, βB))U† with the reduced state of the
system and bath given by the reductions, ρ′s = trb[ρ
′
sb]
and ρ′b = trs[ρ
′
sb] respectively. We define the A-type and
B-type work to be
∆WA = −∆As −∆Ab
∆WB = −∆Bs −∆Bb (8)
where ∆As = tr[(As(ρ
′
s−ρs)], ∆Ab = tr[Ab(ρ′b−τb)], and
analogously for ∆Bs and ∆Bb. Also, note that if our pro-
tocol involves multiple bath systems then Ab =
∑
iA
(i)
b ,
where A
(i)
b acts non-trivially only on bath system i, i.e.
Ab is the sum of the local A for each system (and analo-
gously for Bb). In (8) we are equating the average change
of A and B, due to the unitary transformation, with the
amount of A-type and B-type work that has been ex-
tracted from the system and bath. As such, our frame-
work automatically incorporates the first law of thermo-
dynamics for each of the conserved quantities.
Finally, an additional unrelated problem, but which
often plays an important role, concerns the precise struc-
ture of the bath. In usual treatments, we may consider
particles in the bath which have any energy level spacing,
such that their occupation probabilities can match any
probabilities in the external system. This is used to con-
struct efficient protocols. When considering other quan-
tities than energy, we may be faced with quantities whose
spectrum is fixed, such as angular momentum. Also, ex-
tra constraints or relationships may exist between the
different conserved quantities. This results in additional
difficulties. To address these, and to remain as general as
possible, we will consider baths with a minimal amount
of accessible structure.
5VI. THE SECOND LAW
Of great interest to us is the particular form that the
second law of thermodynamics takes in the present set-
ting. In the classical thermodynamic setting, the sec-
ond law states that if one only has access to a thermal
bath, then no work can be extracted, and that the max-
imal amount of work that can be extracted from a non-
equilibrium system interacting with a thermal bath is
bounded by the change in its free energy.
In our framework of multiple conserved quantities, we
will see that the second law constrains the different com-
binations of conserved quantities which can be extracted
from the system. In particular, we will show below that
in the present framework, the amount of A-type work
and B-type work that can be extracted is constrained
such that
βA∆WA + βB∆WB ≤ −∆F˜s, (9)
where ∆F˜s = F˜ (ρ
′
s) − F˜ (ρs). In the case where there is
no system, or when the system is left in the same state,
ρ′s = ρs, then ∆F˜ (ρs) = 0, and we obtain as a corollary
βA∆WA + βB∆WB ≤ 0. (10)
Equations (9) and (10) constitute the second law when
one has multiple conserved quantities (with and without
a system).
To prove the second law (9), alongside the first laws
(8), we will need to use two further formulas. First, since
we restrict to unitary transformations the total entropy of
the global system remains unchanged, S(ρ′sb) = S(ρsb),
and from the fact that the system and bath are initially
uncorrelated, along with sub-additivity, we have
∆Ss + ∆Sb ≥ ∆Ssb = 0 (11)
where ∆Ss = S(ρ
′
s)−S(ρs), and analogously for ∆Sb and
∆Ssb. Second, since the bath starts in the thermal state
τ(βA, βB), which is a minimum of the free entropy (by
definition), its free entropy cannot decrease during the
protocol, thus
∆F˜b = βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb −∆Sb ≥ 0 (12)
Now, eliminating all quantities on the bath, by substi-
tuting from the first laws (8) and from (11), we finally
arrive at
−βA(∆As + ∆WA)−βB(∆Bs + ∆WB) + ∆Ss ≥ 0 (13)
which, after re-arranging and identifying terms is
straightforwardly seen to be (9), as desired. Thus, the
first law, in conjunction with the lack of initial corre-
lations (and sub-additivity), and the extremality of the
generalised thermal state imply in a direct manner that
systems obey a second law of the form given. We note
that the proof does not rely on any particular properties
of A and B, which need not even commute.
At this point it is worth briefly returning to the issue
of implicit versus explicit batteries. If explicit batteries
are included, then the unitary operations have to be ex-
tended to act on the system, bath and explicit batteries.
Crucially, (11), and as a consequence the second law (9),
can be shown to hold when we are careful to avoid cheat-
ing via batteries. Details are provided in the appendix.
In the remaining we will study to what extent we can
saturate (9) and (10), depending upon the properties of
the conserved quantities (whether they commute or not),
whether we consider implicit or explicit batteries, and
whether we consider strict or average conservation.
VII. COMMUTING OBSERVABLES
We will now specialise to the case of commuting ob-
servables, and show how the second law can be saturated,
both in terms of trading resources, and when extracting
resources from a non-equilibrium system.
In order to remain as general as possible, we want to
assume as little as possible about the structure of the
generalised thermal bath. What we will require is that
there exists a system in the bath (of which we can take
arbitrarily many copies) with d ≥ 3 states, |ai, bi〉, for
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . d−1}, which are the joint eigenstates of Ab
and Bb such that Ab|ai, bi〉 = ai|ai, bi〉 and Bb|ai, bi〉 =
bi|ai, bi〉. We then need two requirements. First, that the
observables should be sufficiently different. In particular,
that
a1 − a0
b1 − b0 6=
a2 − a0
b2 − b0 (14)
which amounts to saying that A and B should not be
affinely related to each other, in which case they should
not be thought of as different quantities. Second, that in
the thermal state the joint eigenstates should not have
the same populations. In particular, it must be that
x := βA(a1 − a0) + βB(b1 − b0) 6= 0,
y := βA(a2 − a0) + βB(b2 − b0) 6= 0. (15)
If both x and y simultaneously vanish, then all three
states have the same populations, in which case the sys-
tem looks maximally mixed in this subspace. When trad-
ing quantities inside the bath, this will be the only prob-
lematic case. However, when we come to processing non-
equilibrium systems, we will require simultaneously x 6= 0
and y 6= 0 in order for the bath to have enough struc-
ture to allow us to approach reversibility. We will also
see that, depending on how close to reversible we want
to be, we will have to exclude a small set (non-dense and
of measure zero) of joint values for x and y which are
rationally related, as will be explained later.
6A. Trading resources
We now consider the situation where we only have
access to a generalised bath (and no external system),
with the goal to show that we can perform a unitary
transformation such that: (i) its free entropy ∆F˜b =
βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb (since ∆Sb = 0 by definition) changes
by an arbitrarily small amount. (ii) the changes ∆Ab
or ∆Bb can be made arbitrarily large. In this case, we
will say that we can exchange A for B in an essentially
reversible manner.
Therefore, let us consider that we have a n copies of
τ(βA, βB) = e
−βAA−βBB/Z = ∑i qi|ai, bi〉〈ai, bi|.
It will be convenient to label states by the
number of systems found in a given eigen-
state, which we shall refer to as the occupation:
We denote by |n, α〉 ≡ |n0, n1, . . . , nd−1, α〉 =
Pα|a0, b0〉⊗n0 |a1, b1〉⊗n1 · · · |ad−1, bd−1〉⊗nd−1 , where
Pα is a permutation operator, permuting the bath
systems, labelled by α, and n0 + n1 + . . . + nd−1 = n.
Now, we will consider only two states from the dn which
are available, corresponding to
|n, α〉 = |n0, n1, n2, n3, . . . , nd−1, α〉
|n′, α′〉 = |n′0, n′1, n′2, n3, . . . , nd−1, α′〉
(16)
i.e. such that it is only the occupations of the first three
levels differ between these states. As such, we have the
constraint that n0+n1+n2 = n
′
0+n
′
1+n
′
2. The key step in
our protocol is to apply a swap operation between these
two states, whilst leaving all other states unchanged. A
direct calculation shows that the change in the average
value of each quantity of interest is
∆Ab = ∆q (a10∆n1 + a20∆n2) (17)
∆Bb = ∆q (b10∆n1 + b20∆n2) (18)
∆Fb = ∆q
(
x∆n1 + y∆n2
)
(19)
where ∆nk = (n
′
k−nk), ak0 = (ak− a0), bk0 = (bk− b0),
x and y are as defined in (15), and
∆q =
(
1−
(
q1
q0
)∆n1 (
q2
q0
)∆n2) d−1∏
i=0
qnii (20)
is the difference in populations between the two states.
Given y 6= 0, we can rewrite Eq. (19) as
∆F˜b = y∆q∆n1
(
x
y
+
∆n2
∆n1
)
(21)
Now, for arbitrary ∆n1, we can find an integer m such
that m/∆n1 < x/y ≤ (m + 1)/∆n1 Setting ∆n2 = −m
in Eq. (21), we obtain
0 < ∆F˜b ≤ y∆q. (22)
Hence ∆F˜b can be made as small as desired by making
∆q arbitrarily small (which can be achieved by increasing
n0)
2. On the other hand, we find that the relative change
in the conserved quantities ∆Ab/∆F˜b and ∆Bb/∆F˜b are
∆Ab
∆F˜b
=
a20
y
(
1 +
βBb20
y
(
a10
a20
− b10
b20
)(
x
y
+
∆n2
∆n1
)−1)
∆Bb
∆F˜b
=
b20
y
(
1 +
βAa20
y
(
b10
b20
− a10
a20
)(
x
y
+
∆n2
∆n1
)−1)
(23)
In both cases, the final term satisfies (x/y +
∆n2/∆n1)
−1 ≥ ∆n1 and can hence be made as large
as desired by increasing ∆n1. This means that the mag-
nitude of ∆Ab/∆F˜b and ∆Bb/∆F˜b will become arbi-
trarily large. The sign of ∆Ab will depend on the other
constants, but can be modified if desired by choosing m
such that (m−1)/∆n1 ≤ x/y < m/∆n1 above. Note also
that if y = 0 but x 6= 0 we can construct an equivalent
proof with the roles of x and y swapped.
Finally, by repeating the above protocol a sufficient
number of times, one can trade arbitrary amounts of the
conserved quantities from a generalised bath by sacri-
ficing an arbitrarily small amount of free entropy. In
particular, to achieve ∆Atotalb ≥ η with ∆F˜ totalb ≤ ,
one can perform the protocol above (/∆F˜b) times, with
∆Ab/∆F˜b ≥ η/.
At this stage a few comments are necessary. First, it is
important to stress that the protocol relies on a minimal
amount of structure in the observables A and B and the
bath: it requires that there exist many copies of a bath
system with a 3-dimensional subspace where the action
of the operators are not trivially related (by a shift and
rescaling), and that the state is not maximally mixed
in this subspace. Moreover, each bath system is taken to
be identical, with no additional parameters necessary (i.e.
we do not require a family of different Ab’s and Bb’s, like
the families of Hamiltonians considered in [24]). Second,
this protocol is a only a proof-of-principle demonstration
that trade-offs can be enacted. In particular, we paid
no attention to the number of generalized thermal states
necessary. If one cared about minimising the resources
utilised, then clearly the above protocol would not be
used, and more efficient ones would be sought. Finally,
we note that the above analysis generalises beyond two
conserved quantities to the general case of k quantities.
In this case, condition (14) much hold pair-wise for all
quantities.
2 Note that it is important that ∆F˜b 6= 0, as the thermal state is
the unique state which minimises F˜b, so this would require that
the bath is left completely unchanged, giving ∆Ab = ∆Bb = 0
7B. Extracting resources from a single quantum
system
In the previous subsection we showed that arbitrarily
good interconversions can be enacted given access only
to a generalised bath, we now move on to the scenario of
having a quantum system out of equilibrium with respect
to the bath. Our goal is to show that we can saturate the
second law given by Eq. (9) arbitrarily well, – i.e. that we
can extract conserved quantities from a non-equilibrium
system such that βA∆WA+βB∆WB is as close as desired
to the system’s decrease in free entropy.
Let us consider that we have a state ρs, which in
terms of its eigenstates and eigenvalues is given by ρs =∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, and by convention we take the eigenvalues
to be ordered, pn+1 ≤ pn. In general the eigenbasis of
the state will not coincide with the joint eigenbasis of the
conserved quantities A and B. The first step is to pre-
process the system, to bring it to a diagonal form in this
basis. To do so we will not interact with the bath, but
simply apply the unitary
Us =
∑
i
|ai, bi〉〈ψi|, (24)
on the system such that σs = UsρsU
†
s =∑
i pi|ai, bi〉〈ai, bi|. Due to the first laws (8), we
have that ∆WA = −∆As and ∆WB = −∆Bs. More-
over, since the entropy of the system did not change,
∆F˜s = βA∆As + βB∆Bs, and we have immediately
−∆F˜s = βA∆WA + βB∆WB (25)
i.e. in this state, unsurprisingly, we have a change in the
batteries which coincides with the free entropy change of
the system, and saturates (9). Note that in the case of
explicit battery systems, the transformation (24) cannot
be perfectly performed at the level of the system, since
[Us, As] 6= 0 and [Us, Bs] 6= 0. Nevertheless, one can
implement a joint unitary on the system and batteries
such that at the level of the system the transformation
Us can be approximated arbitrarily well, as long as the
battery systems are in appropriate states, similarly to the
case of standard quantum thermodynamics [39, 40]. Full
details can be found in the appendix.
Now, having bought the system to diagonal form,
we want to consider a transformation σs → σ′s =∑
i p
′
i|asi , bsi 〉〈asi , bsi | in which only two levels of the system
change their populations by a small amount3. Namely,
we would like to perform p′1 = p1 + δp, p
′
0 = p0 − δp.
We can implement such changes by finding two levels in
the bath whose ratio of populations are close to p0/p1
and then swapping the two-dimensional subspaces of the
3 We denote the eigenvalues of As and Bs by asi and b
s
i , to differ-
entiate them from the eigenvalues of Ab and Bb, which we will
similarly denote by abi and b
b
i .
system and bath. To carry out any such transformation
requires a finely spaced set of different population ratios
in the bath.
Let us now consider whether the simple bath systems
we have considered so far can provide such possibilities.
As before, we bring in a collection of n generalised ther-
mal states, τ(βA, βB) and consider only the two states
(16), |n, α〉 and |n′, α′〉. We shall denote the populations
of these states by qn and qn′ respectively. The global
unitary transformation we will apply is the swap opera-
tor between the two-dimensional subspaces of the system
and bath, and the identity everywhere else. That is, the
operation that performs
|a0, b0〉|n′, α′〉 ↔ |a1, b1〉|n, α〉 (26)
whilst leaving all other states unchanged. By perform-
ing this transformation the population that is shifted be-
tween the states of the system, which coincides with the
population that is shifted between the states of the bath,
is δp = (p0qn′−p1qn). Now, the changes in the conserved
quantities of the system and bath are found to be
∆As = δp(a
s
1 − as0), ∆Bs = δp(bs1 − bs0)
∆Ab = −δp(abn′ − abn), ∆Bb = −δp(bbn′ − bbn). (27)
The change in the entropy of the system and the bath
are also found to be4
∆Ss = δp log
p′0
p′1
+O(δp2)
∆Sb = −δp log qn
qn′
+O(δp2) (28)
We want to achieve ∆Ss +∆Sb = O(δp
2), which requires
that log(qn/qn′) = log(p
′
0/p
′
1) +O(δp). To see when this
condition is satisfied, we first use the explicit form of the
probabilities, which show that qn/qn′ = exp(−x∆n1 −
y∆n2). Hence we require log(p
′
1/p
′
0) − x∆n1 − y∆n2 =
O(δp). Since p′0 and p
′
1 are arbitrary, our requirement is
that x∆n1 + y∆n2 should be able to come within O(δp)
of any number. As we can rescale ∆n1 and ∆n2 by an
arbitrary integer, it is sufficient to obtain 0 < x∆n1 +
y∆n2 ≤ O(δp). If x and y are not rationally related this
is always possible. However if x/y is rational, and given
in reduced form by u/v (where u and v are co-prime
integers), then we need
0 <
y
v
(u∆n1 + v∆n2) ≤ O(δp). (29)
From number theory, one can always find ∆n1 and ∆n2
such that the term in brackets is 1 (or -1), hence we need
|y/v| ≤ O(δp). For a fixed desired accuracy  (of order
4 Note that we use
p′0
p′1
rather than p0
p1
here, because we can always
take p′1 6= 0.
8O(δp)), and fixed y, this rules out a finite number of x
values for which x/y is a rational with a small denomi-
nator. Extending this to the x−y plane, we find that we
can achieve the desired accuracy everywhere except for a
non-dense set of measure zero.
Returning to the entropies, with the above in place,
∆Ss+∆Sb = O(δp
2), i.e. the system and bath remain es-
sentially uncorrelated after the transformation. Finally,
we use once again the fact that the generalised thermal
state is a minimum of the free entropy. This implies
that the changes in population, of order O(δp), change
the free entropy only to second order, ∆F˜b = O(δp
2).
Putting everything together we have
∆F˜b = βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb −∆Sb,
= −βA(∆WA + ∆As)− βB(∆WB + ∆Bs)
+ ∆Ss +O(δp
2),
= −∆F˜s − (βA∆WA + βB∆WB) +O(δp2). (30)
Thus, since the left-hand-side is O(δp2), it must be that
βA∆WA + βB∆WB = −∆F˜s +O(δp2) (31)
i.e. that up to a correction of order O(δp2), the combina-
tion of conserved quantities extracted, which themselves
are order O(δp), matches the change in free entropy of the
system. Thus, by composing O(1/δp) of such transfor-
mations, we can implement a protocol which transforms
ρs → τs(βA, βB), whereby in each stage the population
changes between two states by order O(δp), and such that
βA∆WA + βB∆WB = −∆F˜s +O(δp). (32)
Therefore, by taking δp sufficiently small we can ap-
proach the reversible regime, whereby the change in free
entropy of the system matches the dimensionless combi-
nation of conserved quantities extracted. Combining this
protocol with the protocol from the previous section, in-
volving only the generalized bath and the batteries, we
can obtain any combination of extracted conserved quan-
tities.
At this stage, a few comments are again in order.
First, it is important to stress that our assumptions only
changed by a small amount relative to the previous sec-
tion. In particular, we need a minimal amount of extra
structure in the bath, such that it is useful to process
arbitrary individual systems out of equilibrium. Sec-
ond, as previously, the protocol presented generalises in
a straightforward manner to the case of k mutually com-
muting conserved quantities A1,. . .Ak.
Finally, note that the same protocol can also be used
to perform efficient transformations between any two sys-
tem states (where the final state is full rank), and not just
to the thermal state. Our protocol also immediately gives
an asymptotic protocol for the interconversion of states
with no average work cost: the rate at which one can
transform ρ⊗n into σ⊗nR is given by
R =
F˜ (ρ)− F˜ (τ(β1, . . . , βk)
F˜ (σ)− F˜ (τ(β1, . . . , βk)
(33)
Here, one can simple run the protocol ‘forward’ individ-
ually on n copies of ρ, in order to obtain in the batteries
n(β1∆WA1 + . . . βk∆WAk), and create τ(β1, . . . , βk)
⊗n.
Then, on nR copies run the protocol ‘backwards’ to cre-
ate σ⊗nR, having returned each battery so that finally it
contains the same amount its associated quantity that it
initially contained (on average).
In the appendix we show how these results extend to
the case of explicit batteries with either strict or average
conservation. We also show how the protocol can be
made robust to experimental imperfections – i.e. without
assuming precise knowledge of βA or βB .
VIII. NON-COMMUTING OBSERVABLES
In this section we will show that when considering
implicit batteries, the results obtained in the previous
section can easily be modified to also work for non-
commuting observables. This also extends to explicit
batteries with average conservation laws when the bat-
teries have continuous spectrum. However, the same pro-
tocols do not obviously generalise to the case of explicit
batteries with strict conservation.
Whereas previously, by virtue of the commutativity of
the observables we could find a joint eigenbasis |ai, bi〉
that was used in our explicit protocols, that is no longer
the case for non-commuting observables. Nevertheless,
the generalised thermal state is diagonal in the basis of
βAA+ βBB,
e−βA−βBB/Z =
∑
i
qi|i〉〈i| (34)
Although to each eigenstate we can no longer associate
an eigenvalue for A or B, we can still associate an average
value,
〈a〉i := 〈i|A|i〉, 〈b〉i := 〈i|B|i〉. (35)
The main point is that all of our previous results hold
if instead of joint eigenstates |ai, bi〉, with eigenvalues ai
and bi, we use the eigenstate |i〉 with average values 〈a〉i
and 〈b〉i throughout.
The only subtlety that arises is the structure we need
from the bath. We still only need to use three distinct
eigenstates, |0〉, |1〉 and |2〉, but now the necessary struc-
ture relates to the average value of the conserved quan-
tities in the eigenstates, First, it must be that
〈a〉1 − 〈a〉0
〈b〉1 − 〈b〉0 6=
〈a〉2 − 〈a〉0
〈b〉2 − 〈b〉0 (36)
otherwise, at the level of the average values, the observ-
ables appear affinely related and therefore cannot be suf-
ficiently distinguished to allow for trade-offs. Further-
more, we still need to be able to find eigenstates in the
bath which differ in population, just as before. We can
define the analogous quantities 〈x〉 and 〈y〉, and if they
9do not simultaneously vanish then the bath will not be
maximally mixed in the subspace. Finally, in order to
extract resources from systems out of equilibrium with
respect to the generalised bath there must be sufficient
structure such that any ratio of populations can be ap-
proximated well enough. Again, in complete analogy to
the above, if (〈x〉/〈y〉) is irrational, then we have suffi-
cient structure. If on the other hand (〈x〉/〈y〉) is rational,
we will again have to exclude a small set of values of 〈x〉
and 〈y〉 (non-dense, of zero measure), for which our re-
sults will not hold.
IX. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied a generalisation of ther-
modynamics where there are multiple conserved quan-
tities, where energy may not even be part of the story.
We have been interested in what form the second law
takes, and showed that it is no longer about restrictions
on individual extractable quantities, but rather about the
allowed ways that the conserved quantities can be traded-
off for one another. Indeed, we found that we can extract
as much of any individual conserved quantity as desired,
as long as the other conserved quantities are appropri-
ately consumed in the process, with the second law dic-
tating how much of the others are necessarily consumed.
In particular, we were lead to introduce a dimensionless
generalisation of the free energy, which we termed the free
entropy, that is the central quantity which appears in the
second law and dictates the allowed trade-offs. Moreover,
given access to any quantum system out of equilibrium
with respect to the generalised bath, we showed that its
free entropy change bounds the combination of conserved
quantities that can be extracted.
Our results hold both for commuting and non-
commuting observables, and with the desire to remain
as general as possible we made only very mild assump-
tions about the bath. Indeed, we assumed as very little
about the relationship between the conserved quantities
or their individual structure. The one case which remains
open for future research is the case of non-commuting ob-
servables, with explicit batteries and strict conservation
of the conserved quantities. Although the protocols pre-
sented for saturating the second law do not appear to
generalise to this case, we do not know whether entirely
different constructions will be able to achieve this goal.
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dependently working on related issues [41]. While in the
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Appendices
Appendix A: The generalised thermal state
In this section we prove that the generalised thermal
state, in our framework of multiple conserved observ-
ables, can be obtained by either minimising the free en-
tropy or by maximising the von Neumann entropy.
Minimising the free entropy is relatively simple, re-
gardless of the relationship between the observables. We
use the definition of free entropy from the main pa-
per (Eq. 3) with n conserved observables labelled by
Ai, i ∈ {1, · · · , n},
F˜ (ρ) =
∑
i
βi〈Ai〉 − S(ρ). (A1)
where βi are the inverse temperatures corresponding to
each observable, 〈Ai〉 = tr[Aiρ] are the averages of each
conserved quantity, and S(ρ) = −tr[ρ log ρ] is the von
Neumann entropy. We relabel the linear combination of
observables as a single operator R =
∑
i βiAi so that
F˜ (ρ) = tr[Rρ]− S(ρ). (A2)
We first note that the state which minimizes this func-
tion must be diagonal in the eigenbasis of R (If it was not,
one could simply de-cohere the state in this basis, result-
ing in a state with an identical value for tr[Rρ] but higher
entropy). If the occupation probability of the eigenstate
with eigenvalue Ri is denoted by pi, one can perform
Lagrangian optimization to extremise
L(ρ) =
∑
i
Ripi +
∑
i
pi log pi + λ(
∑
i
pi − 1) (A3)
where λ is a Lagrange multiplier to obtain
ρ =
e−R
Z =
e−
∑
i βiAi
Z (A4)
where the partition function is Z = tr[e−
∑
i βiAi . Our
aim is now to show that we arrive at the same form of
solution if we maximise the von Neumann entropy sub-
ject to the averages of the conserved observables being
fixed. There are two cases to consider here, depending
on whether the observables Ai commute with each other
or not.
Commuting observables. — In this case, we wish to
maximise the entropy subject to the constraints that all
n observables commute with one another i.e [Ai, Aj ] =
0, ∀i, j ∈ {1, · · · , n} and that each observable has some
fixed average value on the system Ai.
Since all of the observables commute, there exists a
common eigenbasis, and the state that maximizes the
entropy will necessarily be diagonal in this basis. (Oth-
erwise, as above, one could de-cohere the state in the
common eigenbasis, resulting in a state with the identi-
cal averages Ai but higher entropy).
The problem can be expressed as a Lagrangian opti-
mization subject to the constraints that the state is nor-
malised and the average observable quantities are con-
stant
S(ρ) = −tr[ρ log ρ]−
∑
i
βi(tr[ρAi]−Ai) + λ(
∑
i
pi − 1)
= −
∑
j
pj log pj −
∑
i
βi(
∑
j
pjm
i
j −Ai)
+ λ(
∑
j
pj − 1) (A5)
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where we interpret λ and βi as the Lagrange multipliers
and mij is the j−th eigenvalue of the i-th observable. By
solving ∂S∂pi = 0 we find the solution is
ρ =
e−
∑
i βiAi
Z , (A6)
Non-commuting observables. — For the case of non-
commuting observables we will have to be more careful
as we can no longer diagonalise them in the same basis.
First we imagine that the average of the conserved ob-
servables are given to us, i.e. we have the numbers Ai for
i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Now we consider a state of the form
ρ =
e−
∑
i βiAi
Z . (A7)
Since we know the operators Ai we can compute their
averages on the state ρ as functions of the inverse tem-
peratures βi
Ai(ρ) = tr[ρAi] = fi(β) ∀i (A8)
where β is the vector of inverse temperatures
(β1, · · · , βn). For the average quantities that we have
been given, we now solve for the βi
fi(β) = Ai ∀i (A9)
The fact there there always exist solutions is non-trivial.
In particular it implies that for any given set of aver-
age values {A}i (here we implicitly assume compatible
average values), there exist corresponding temperatures
βi such that a state of the form (A7) pertains to these
averages. This result was first proved by Jaynes [2] and
subsequently via a different method by Kai [43]. Solv-
ing these equations, we find the particular solutions β∗i .
We now define a new function F˜ ∗ which acts on density
operators
F˜ ∗(µ) =
∑
i
β∗i 〈Ai〉µ − S(µ) (A10)
Next, consider a density operator γ with the properties
that it has average values 〈Ai〉γ equal to Ai and that it
also maximises the entropy S(γ). Then F˜ ∗(γ) is
F˜ ∗(γ) =
∑
i
β∗i 〈Ai〉γ − S(γ) (A11)
=
∑
i
β∗i Ai − S(γ) (A12)
We now consider the unique density operator σ that min-
imises F˜ ∗. It can be obtained via the method in the first
section and is simply
σ =
e−
∑
i β
∗
i Ai
Z (A13)
However, from eqs.(A8) and (A9) we observe that the
state with inverse temperatures β∗i and the form given in
eq.(A13) has averages Ai (since the non-trivial solutions
to a linear system are unique), which implies
F˜ ∗(σ) =
∑
i
β∗i Ai − S(σ). (A14)
Since F˜ ∗(ρ) is at a minimum, it implies that S(σ) is
maximum, thus
F˜ ∗(σ) = F˜ ∗(γ) =⇒ σ = γ (A15)
and we see that the state which maximises the entropy
and has averages {Ai}i is indeed the generalised thermal
state.
Appendix B: Explicit batteries: allowed operations
and the second law
In the main text we presented the proof of our claim
for the case that the work storage systems (the batteries)
were implicit. Here we present an extended framework
in which the batteries are explicit.
Our setup is much the same as in the main text: we
have a bath b, system s and in addition, two batteries,
which we call weights wA and wB . We model the bat-
tery systems as weights in the most general sense, whose
value for each observable is given by a position observ-
able (for energy, the height of the weight corresponds to
the stored energy, but note that these weights need not
be gravitational). If the observable has a discrete spac-
ing such as angular momentum, then the weight may be
a ladder with discrete spacing, but otherwise we take it
to be continuous.
The value of observable A on the weight is proportional
to the position operator AwA = caxˆa, where ca is a con-
stant of appropriate units in order to recover the correct
dimensions for the quantity A, and we define the work by
∆WA = ∆AwA . At this stage it is also useful to define
the translation operator
ΓwA = exp(−ipˆa) (B1)
where  reflects the amount of translation of the weight
and pˆa corresponds to the operator canonically conju-
gate to the position operator aˆ (i.e. the momentum).
The translation operator effects the following transfor-
mation on unnormalised position states of the pointer
ΓwA |xa〉 = |xa + 〉. Analogously we make the same defi-
nitions for quantity B. Differences in the average position
of the weight before and after the protocol allows us to
read off the change in the work of that quantity.
Our intention here is to remain as general as possible,
whilst eliminating the possibility of ‘cheating’ by bring-
ing in resources from outside this framework (such as
external sources of work or free energy), or making use
of objects within the framework for a purpose other than
intended (for example, by using the batteries as a cold
reservoirs in generalised heat engines). We make four
assumptions on our scheme:
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I We assume that the battery systems are indepen-
dent of one another and only accept and store one
type of conserved quantity. As such, each quantity
is assigned its own battery system.
II The set of allowed operations will consist of global
unitaries on the bath, system and weights, U ,
which conserve A and B. Using rule I we have
[U,Ab +As +AwA ] = 0
[U,Bb +Bs +BwB ] = 0
(B2)
In this way, we impose the first laws of thermody-
namics for any initial state:
∆Ab + ∆As + ∆AwA = 0
∆Bb + ∆Bs + ∆BwB = 0
(B3)
We choose to study unitaries as opposed to more
general completely positive (CP) maps in order not
to use external ancillas in non-thermal states as
sources of energy or angular momentum.
III We assume translational invariance of the weights
to reflect the fact that only displacements in the po-
sition on the ladders are important. This implies
that all unitaries U should commute with transla-
tion operators on each weight.
IV Finally, we assume that all four bodies are initially
uncorrelated and start in the product state ρs⊗τb⊗
ρwA ⊗ ρwB .
The proof of the second law in the presence of explicit
batteries follows the same logic as the implicit proof up
to a few subtleties.
Theorem 1 All unitary evolutions U which are weight-
translation invariant cannot decrease the entropy of the
system and bath.
[U,Γ1wA ] = [U,Γ
2
wB ] = 0 =⇒ ∆S(ρsb) ≥ 0 (B4)
where the translation operators Γ are defined in eq.(B1).
Proof. Using the definition in eq.(B1) we associate
two momentum-like variables, conjugate to the positions
of the pointers, for quantities A and B. For clarity we let
pa = p and pb = ϕ. We argue that since the weights are
both translationally invariant, this means that [U, p] =
[U,ϕ] = 0. Any unitary with this property can be written
U =
∫
dp dϕV (p, ϕ)⊗ |p〉〈p| ⊗ |ϕ〉〈ϕ| (B5)
where the first element of the tensor product V (p, ϕ)
corresponds to a unitary operation on the combined sys-
tem and bath (as a function of the variables conjugate
to the positions xa and xb of the two weights) and the
second corresponds to a projector onto the un-normalised
momentum eigenstates |p〉 and |ϕ〉 of weights wA and wB .
By rule IV the weights are initially uncorrelated from the
bath and system we can write the initial state (in density
matrix form) as ρsb ⊗ ρwA ⊗ ρwB . We are interested in
the post-measurement state of ρ′sb. After applying the
unitary and tracing out the battery systems, the state is
ρ′sb = trwAwB
(
U(ρsb ⊗ ρw ⊗ ρt)U†
)
(B6)
= trwAwB
(∫
dp dp′ dϕ dϕ′ V (p, ϕ)ρsbV †(p′, ϕ′)⊗
(
|p〉〈p|ρwA |p′〉〈p′| ⊗ |ϕ〉〈ϕ|ρwB |ϕ′〉〈ϕ′|
))
(B7)
=
∫
dp dϕ V (p, ϕ)ρsbV
†(p, ϕ) ⊗
(
〈p|ρwA |p〉 ⊗ 〈ϕ|ρwB |ϕ〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
mixing terms
)
(B8)
=
∫
dp dϕ V (p, ϕ)ρsbV
†(p, ϕ)α(p)ν(ϕ) (B9)
where α(p) and ν(ϕ) are the probability distributions for
the momenta on the initial state of the weights. The sys-
tem and bath therefore evolve via a mixture of unitary
transformations. Due to the concavity of the entropy,
and the fact that it is preserved under the unitary trans-
formation V (p, ϕ), such evolutions can only increase the
entropy of the system and bath
S(ρsb) ≤ S
(∫
dp dϕ V (p, ϕ)ρsbV (p, ϕ)
†α(p)ν(ϕ)
)
= S(ρ′sb) (B10)
=⇒ 0 ≤ ∆S(ρsb)  (B11)
We now calculate the von Neumann entropy change of
the bath and system. Following rule IV the bath and sys-
tem are initially uncorrelated, thus their initial entropy is
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simply the sum of their individual entropies. The unitary
we implement may be entangling, and therefore correla-
tions may form between the bath and system during the
protocol. Using the result in eq.(B11) and the fact that
entropy respects subadditivity, we have that
∆Sb + ∆Ss ≥ ∆Ssb ≥ 0 (B12)
∆Sb ≥ −∆Ss (B13)
Following the line of thought from the main text, we now
argue that the free entropy of the bath can only increase
∆F˜b = βA∆Ab + βB∆Bb −∆Sb ≥ 0. (B14)
Using rule III and the entropy relation (B13) we arrive
at the second law
βA(−∆As −∆WA) + βB(−∆Bs −∆WB)−∆Ss ≥ 0
(B15)
=⇒ βA∆W˜A + βB∆W˜B ≤ −∆F˜s (B16)
Note that if rule II is changed to the case of only aver-
age quantity conservation (i.e. Eq.(B2)) is dropped) then
proof of the second law still holds. Thus our result is uni-
versal for both strict and average quantity conservation.
Appendix C: Generalised work extraction details for
the case of explicit weights
In this section we show how the protocols for trade-
offs between conserved quantities and generalised work
extraction in the main paper can be extended from im-
plicit to explicit batteries, in the case of commuting ob-
servables. This follows closely the approach in [39, 40].
Any protocol on the system and bath in the implicit
battery framework can be represented by a total unitary
transformation U (which may be the product of several
unitary steps). We can write this transformation as
U =
∑
ij
Uij |i〉〈j| (C1)
where the basis states |i〉 are joint eigenstates of As +Ab
and Bs +Bb with eigenvalues ai and bi respectively.
In the explicit battery framework described in the pre-
vious section, a general unitary U would not be allowed
as it does not strictly conserve the quantities A and B.
However, we can instead perform the unitary
U˜ =
∑
ij
Uij |i〉〈j| ⊗ Γaj−aiwA ⊗ Γbj−biwB . (C2)
which commutes with Atotal = As + Ab + AwA and
Btotal = Bs +Bb +BwA . We will now show that for ap-
propriate initial states of the weights (in particular very
broad coherent states with momentum approximately
zero) U˜ has approximately the same effect on the sys-
tem and bath as U . Due to the first laws, the work ex-
tracted into the weights will then be approximately the
same as in the case with implicit batteries. Furthermore,
this approximation can be made as good as desired, and
the protocol does not degrade the state of the weights for
use in further protocols.
In the momentum representation, this can be written
U˜ =
∫ ∫
V (p, ϕ)⊗ |p〉〈p| ⊗ |ϕ〉〈ϕ|dp dϕ (C3)
where V (p, ϕ) =
∑
ij Uije
−ip(aj−ai)e−iϕ(bj−bi)|i〉〈j|.
Ideally, in order to implement U , we want V (p, ϕ) =
V (0, 0) = U , which corresponds to a very narrow wave-
function for the momentum of wA and wB . To show that
this can always be done, we trivially extend the proof of
Malabarba et al. in Theorem 1 of [39] to the case of two
battery systems and show that the state of the system
ρ′s after the global unitary will remain close in trace dis-
tance to that of the desired local evolution UρsU
†. Let
ρ′sb = trwA wB (U˜ρsb ⊗ ρwA ⊗ ρwB U˜†), we thus want to
show∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣trwA wB (U˜ρsb ⊗ ρwA ⊗ ρwB U˜†)− UρsbU†∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ∫ ∫ dp dϕ〈p|ρwA |p〉〈ϕ|ρwB |ϕ〉V (p, ϕ)ρsbV †(p, ϕ)
− UρsbU†
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤  (C4)
for an arbitrary  > 0. 〈p|ρwA |p〉 and 〈ϕ|ρwB |ϕ〉 are
well defined probability distributions of the two weights,
which we will denote µwA(p) and µwB (ϕ). Since V (p, ϕ)
is a continuous function of its variables, then there always
exists δ,∆ such that
max
(p,ϕ)∈I
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣V (p, ϕ)ρsbV †(p, ϕ)− V (0, 0)ρsbV (0, 0)†∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ < 2
(C5)
where I = {(−δ, δ), (−∆,+∆)}. We now choose ini-
tial weight states such that the probability distributions
µwA(p) and µwB (ϕ) satisfy
∫ δ
−δ
µwA(p) dp
∫ ∆
−∆
µwB (ϕ)dϕ ≥ 1−

2
. (C6)
Substituting eqs.(C5) – (C6) into eq.(C4) one arrives at
the result,∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣trwA wB (U˜ρsb ⊗ ρwA ⊗ ρwB U˜†)− UρsbU†∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤  (C7)
as desired. Note that µwA(p) and µwB (ϕ) are not changed
by the protocol, due to the form of Eq. (C3), and hence
the weights can be reused in future protocols without
being degraded.
For the work extraction protocol in particular, the to-
tal U˜ will be equal to a product of unitaries for each
individual step, U˜ = U˜1U˜2. As an explicit example, the
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unitary for the first step, in which ρs is rotated into the
joint eigenbasis of A and B is given by
U˜1 =
∑
ij
c∗ij |ai, bi〉〈aj , bj |s ⊗ Ib ⊗ Γai−ajwA ⊗ Γbi−bjwB ,
(C8)
where |ψi〉 =
∑
j cij |aj , bj〉. The unitary which swaps a
two-dimensional subspace of the bath and system is given
by
U˜2 = Isb ⊗ IwA ⊗ IwB
+
(
|n′α′, 0〉〈nα, 1|sb ⊗ Γ1wA ⊗ Γ2wB
+ |nα, 1〉〈n′α′, 0|sb ⊗ Γ−1wA ⊗ Γ−2wB
)
−
(
(|nα, 1〉〈nα, 1|sb + |n′α′, 0〉〈n′α′, 0|sb)⊗ IwA ⊗ IwB
)
(C9)
where |nα〉 = |n0, n1, n2, n3, · · ·nd, α〉 and
|n′α′〉 = |n′0, n′1, n′2, n3, · · ·nd, α′〉 are the two states in
occupation notation which we choose from the bath. In
order to obey strict quantity conservation the weights
must shift by the difference in the quantity gap in the
system and bath, i.e. 1 = ((a
s
1 − as0) − (abn′ − abn)) and
similarly 2 = ((b
s
1 − bs0) − (bbn′ − bbn)), where asi , bsi de-
note the eigenvalues of As, Bs and a
b
i , b
b
i denote those of
Ab, Bb.
Appendix D: A robust protocol in the case of
experimental uncertainty
We present a protocol for work extraction from a sys-
tem with multiple conserved observables in conjunction
with a generalised thermal bath, which is robust even in
the case that we have uncertainty in the temperatures
of the baths. We wish to extract some amount of WA
and WB and in order to do this we must implement the
swap operation in eq.(C9).As such we wish to match the
ratio of probabilities p
′
p in the system ρs with the ratio
of probabilities
q′n
qn
in the bath τ(βA, βB).
Specifically, the subscripts n and n′ in the bath refer
to the particularly chosen occupation states (level dis-
tributions) n and n′ of the bath, which we will swap
to implement the protocol. n = (n0, n1, n2, n3 · · · , nd)
and n′ = (n′0, n
′
1, n
′
2, n3, · · · , nd) such that n − n′ =
((n0−n′0), (n1−n′1), (n2−n′2), 0 · · · , 0). For commuting
observables A,B, the bath probabilities take the follow-
ing form:
qi ∝ e−(βAai+βBbi) (D1)
where ai(bi) are the eigenvalues of the observable A (B).
Since we have taken the tensor product of n thermal
states τ(βA, βB), the ratio of probabilities between the
two selected levels is simply
qn
qn′
=
∏d−1
i=0 q
n
i∏d−1
i=1 q
n′i
i
(D2)
= q
n0−n′0
0 q
n1−n′1
1 q
n2−n′2
2 (D3)
=
(
q0
q1
)n′1−n1(q0
q2
)n′2−n2
(D4)
where we have used particle conservation
∑2
i=0 ni =∑2
i=0 n
′
i to eliminate the term (n0 − n′0) in the last line.
Substituting for the general form of the probabilities from
eq.(D1) we have
qn′
qn
= e−(x∆n1+y∆n2) (D5)
= e
−y∆n1
(
x
y+
∆n2
∆n1
)
(D6)
where x = (βA(a1−a0)+βB(b1−b0)), y = (βA(a2−a0)+
βB(b2− b0)) and ∆n1 = (n′1−n1), ∆n2 = (n′2−n2). We
would like to show that for the quantity in eq.(D5) we
can match any possible ratio given to us from the system
p′
p , which is equivalent to demanding∣∣∣∣y∆n1(xy + ∆n2∆n1)
∣∣∣∣ <  (D7)
where  is a constant of O(δp).
If we can achieve  sufficiently small, then we can cover
R+ well, in the sense that we can come as close as desired
to reproducing any number 0 < p
0
p1 < ∞ by scaling ∆n1
and ∆n2 by k (where k ∈ Z).
0 <
(
( qn′qn )
k = e
−yk∆n1(xy+
∆n2
∆n1
)
> e−k
)
<∞ (D8)
We now present a robust method that will choose ∆n1
and ∆n2 such that eq.(D7) holds, even in the case of
uncertainty due to the imprecision of the measuring ap-
paratus.
We begin by making the reasonable assumption that
the experimenter measures values which are rational – for
instance because the measuring apparatus displays a fi-
nite string of decimal digits. The experimenter measures
the temperatures of the thermal bath βA, βB and com-
putes xy , specifying the uncertainty with δ. They then
find xy =
u
v in its reduced form, such that u, v are rel-
ative primes. For simplicity, we will consider the case
where 0 < x < y, in which case 0 < xy < 1 (the other
cases follow similarly).
The exponent we wish to make small becomes∣∣∣∣y∆n1(uv + ∆n2∆n1)
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣yv (u∆n1 + v∆n2)∣∣∣∣ (D9)
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FIG. 1. A graph of
qn′
qn
= e−k for different values of . As
 gets smaller, the values the function can attain for integer
k become closer together (y-axis intercepts), until they are
sufficiently dense to reproduce any real number.
The best we can do is to appeal to number theory: since
u an v are relative primes, by Be´zout’s lemma [44], the
smallest (in magnitude) non-zero value of u∆n1 + v∆n2
is 1, and there exists a pair {∆n1,∆n2} for which this is
true. For this choice of pair, the quantity in eq.(D9) is
automatically less than  if yv < . What we find is that in
the case that yv > , we do not know how to minimise this
quantity because our best method fails. Thus, for fixed ,
there is a finite set of points {pq }F that are excluded from
our protocol. This set is precisely the Farey sequence of
order
⌊
y

⌋
, (where b•c denotes the floor function: the
largest integer not greater than •).
Definition 3 (Farey Sequence) “A Farey sequence of
order n is the ascending series of irreducible fractions
between 0 and 1 whose denominators do not exceed n”.
[45]. For example the sequence of order 5 is F5 =
{ 01 , 14 , 13 , 12 , 23 , 34 , 45 , 11}.
−01
−10 −10 −10−10
−11−11 −12−12 −13−13 −23−23 −21−32−43 −53--------
FIG. 2. The Farey sequence of order 5. Image credit [46].
We proceed by constructing a robust protocol around
these excluded points. The experimenter measures xy ,
computes uv and identifies the closest rational
u∗
v∗ from
the Farey sequence of order
⌊
y

⌋
to the computed point.
It then suffices to choose {∆n1 = u∗,∆n2 = −v∗}. With
this choice
|x∆n1 + y∆n2| =
∣∣∣yv∗ (xy − u∗v∗ )∣∣∣ (D10)
<  iff
∣∣∣xy − u∗v∗ ∣∣∣ < yv∗ (D11)
For this choice, the quantity |x∆n1 + y∆n2| ≤  for the
interval Iu∗/v∗ =
(
u∗
v∗ − yv∗ , u
∗
v∗ +

yv∗
)
− {u∗v∗ }.
This method will work for the case that all the intervals
overlap, otherwise there would be regions for which the
protocol didn’t work. The fact that the intervals overlap
is the subject of the next theorem.
Theorem 2 (Farey intervals overlap) The union of
all intervals around each member of the Farey sequence
of order
⌊
y

⌋
cover the unit interval on which the Farey
sequence is defined. ⋃
i
Iu/vi > [0, 1] (D12)
where u/vi is the i-th element of the Farey sequence and
Iu/v =
(
u
v − yv , uv + yv
)
− {uv } is the interval.
Proof. To prove that the collection of intervals around all
bad rationals uv covers the real line, it suffices to prove
that the neighbouring intervals in this collection inter-
sect. Consider the rational number u
′
v′ that is the next
rational number (i.e. the neighbour) of uv in the Farey
sequence of order
⌊
y

⌋
. Then the corresponding interval
is Iu′/v′ =
(
u′
v′ − yv′ , u
′
v′ +

yv′
)
− {u′v′ }. Comparing the
supremum of the interval about uv and the infimum of the
interval about u
′
v′ , and using the properties of neighbours
in a Farey sequence, one has that
sup
(
Iu′/v′
)− inf (Iu/v) = u′v′ − uv − y ( 1v′ + 1v ) (D13)
= 1vv′ −

y (v+v
′)
vv′ , (D14)
where we have used the property that if uv and
u′
v′ are
neighbours in a Farey sequence, then u
′
v′ − uv = 1vv′ [45].
Furthermore, if uv and
u′
v′ are neighbours in a Farey
sequence of order
⌊
y

⌋
, then v + v′ > y , else the me-
diant (u+u
′)
(v+v′) would also be in the Farey sequence of or-
der
⌊
y

⌋
which contradicts the assumption that uv and
u′
v′
are neighbours. Therefore it follows from eq.(D14) that
sup
(
Iu′/v′
)− inf (Iu/v) < 0. Thus the intervals overlap,
and the union of the intervals around every rational num-
ber in the sequence covers the real line (less the excluded
rational numbers) .
Finally, the experimenter must verify that the uncer-
tainty in their measurement, δ, falls within the range of
the Farey interval they have chosen, xy±δ ∈ Iu∗/v∗ . If this
criterion is not met, then the experimenter is obliged to
respecify either  or δ, i.e. to respecify the fine-graining
of the bath or make a more accurate measurement.
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Measure xy and compute
u
v
Specify uncertainty δ
Specify 
Is the non-integer part of
u
v a member of a Farey
sequence of order [y ]
yes
no
Respecify
either  or
δ
Is the uncertainty within
the range of the interval
defined by the nearest
Farey point xy ± δ ∈ Iu∗/v∗?
no
yes
Choose ∆n1 = u
∆n2 = −v, this choice
is guaranteed in the inter-
val Iuv = {uv − yv , uv + yv}
FIG. 3. Flow chart showing a robust protocol for work ex-
traction in the presence of measurement uncertainty.
These arguments are easy to extend to the real line: the
Farey sequence is translationally invariant on any unit
interval and can be scaled by a constant as necessary;
the experimenter constructs the sequence of order
⌊
y

⌋
between the integers that xy lies in, i.e. in the interval⌊
x
y
⌋
< xy <
⌈
x
y
⌉
, (where d•e denotes the ceiling function:
the smallest integer not less than •). The full protocol is
summarised in Fig.(3)
